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ABOUT THIS TREND REPORT
Welcome to the first edition of the Robot
Spaceship Magazine Trend Report!

With this report, our team of expert
analysts, consultants and strategists
define a set of key industry trends which
we feel are critical to helping our readers
to understand and navigate the new,
confusing and ever changing technology
landscape.

THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT!

JOIN US!

We cover topics related to digital
transformation, disruption, innovation,
business, marketing and social media, as
it intersects across all platforms,
industries and cultures.

Our information is based on not just
research, but real world agency level
engagement, insights and feedback with
clients across many industries via our
work through our parent company
KEMWEB GmbH & Co. KG.

We understand that sifting through the
noise and understanding new technology
trends in order to determine, not just
actionable relevance, but also any form of
R.O.I. for your business can be
challenging.

Our goal with this trend report is not just
to help raise awareness of recent trends,
but more importantly, to provide valuable,
actionable ideas that both ignite sparks of
innovative thinking and provide a
benchmark for what is most relevant.

We encourage you to connect with us on
all the relevant social channels and most
importantly, share your feedback. We look
forward to connecting with you.

Robot Spaceship Magazine (or RSM) is an
industry-leading, online, digital lifestyle
publication that offers the latest news,
trends, resources and analysis of the tech
industry.

We strongly believe that while technology
can be intimidating, the future is bright,
and we are optimistic about the disruptive
technological changes that we will face as
we move into the future.

We invite you to jump on the Robot
Spaceship and join us on this journey, to
gain some valuable insight from our
reports and be part of the community.

KEY ACTION INDICATORS

RELEVANCE OF THESE TRENDS ARE BASED ON THE FOLLOWING COLOR CODES:

WAIT & WATCH

EXPERIMENT

TAKE ACTION

RED indicates a trend that, while may be a
high level disruptive form of innovation, it
will still take some time to evolve and
define itself in order to be actionable or to
determine results and KPI‘s. We
recommend waiting and watching.

YELLOW indicates a trend that is
currently evolving and being engaged
upon. It may be a trend worth
experimenting with, however still in a
state of change and results are
unpredictable. We recommend watching
and experimenting, but expect further
change.

GREEN indicates a trend that is currently
hot and being heavily engaged upon.
Results and KPI‘s are at a predictable
level and we recommend that the trend is
at a level worth taking action upon.

THE YEAR AHEAD – 2020
2020 is the Chinese Year of the Rat, which
embodies success, quick thinking, adaptation
and change. 2020 promises to be a
transitional year where many forms of tech
become enabled to evolve and realize on a
much more powerful level.
5G is Here - The rollout of the new 5G cellular
network technology has begun on a global
scale and we will start to experience a very
slow but steady evolution of much faster,
smarter products and services particularly
related to artificial intelligence, autonomous
and streaming media.
Artificial Intelligence – Enabled by 5G,
advances in AI will start to become
increasingly more apparent. Biotech, security,
business and marketing recommendation
engines and voice assistants will capitalize on
the ability to analyze a much more massive
amount of real time data, which will enable
platforms to become much more powerful,
strategic and/or siloed

Social Media Entertainment - 2019 was the
beginning of the disruption of social media
and the birth of social entertainment.
Platforms like TikTok will continue throughout
2020 to become more popular, capture the
attention of younger demographics and grow
in advertising potential. A continued focus on
social video, engagement and avatars in
marketing will continue.
Podcasting is the New Radio - Podcasting
has evolved from being a niche, to overtaking
radio as the most powerful and mass
adopted audio medium for marketing and
communication. Advertising revenue for the
podcast industry will soon surpass the $1
Billion mark. The growth of corporate
podcasts (including Radio!) will continue
grow.
Sustainability – Climate crisis,
environmentalism and topics regarding
corporate responsibility and sustainability will
continue to become a top level priority. We

expect to see a huge increase in both
effective and greenwashed corporate
initiatives.
Politics – Politics will be a huge topic and
defining factor this year, particularly based on
the upcoming USA elections, which will
potentially effect global trade agreements and
environmental topics. The progress of 5G,
climate topics and security could all be
effected.
Agile is the New Normal – With the
advancement of AI, 5G and rapid disruption of
key industries such as social media,
businesses are realizing that agile processes
are no longer optional, they are becoming a
must have. We will continue to see
businesses adapt a much more flexible,
experimental strategy and approach to all
aspects of their business and marketing. A
constant strategy that adapts to change has
become the only reliable methodology in an
ever changing tech environment.

5G IS HERE

5G IS HERE

5G BECOMES A REALITY AS IT ROLLS OUT GLOBALLY IN 2020
Possibly one of the most transformational topics in 2020 will be the
much anticipated and controversial 5G, which promises to usher in a
new era of faster, more connected devices and services launching in
2020 and beyond. 5G began rolling out in Asia & North America in late
2019 and will continue to establish itself as a standard around the
globe.
Many transformational and disruptive industries that were reliant on
5G will start to become more prominent, such as Artificial Intelligence,
Augmented Reality, more powerful Streaming Services, Autonomous
Vehicles and Drones, Anything as a Service (XaaS) and IOT.
Mass adoption of 5G will take time however, as consumers transition
to new devices and the infrastructure (spectrum, network & chips)
continue to roll out, so we expect to see a slow but steady increase in
it‘s presence across many industries.

5G IS HERE – 5G SPECTRUM

4 TELECOMS WIN AUCTION FOR GERMAN 5G SPECTRUM
Germany held an auction for the 5G spectrum in June 2019 for
41 blocks of spectrum. Four companies won the auction and
EUR 6.5 Billion was raised for 420 MHZ and the winning
companies (Deutsche Telekom, Vodafone, Telefonica Germany
and Drillisch) have committed to providing 5G coverage to 98%
of German households by 2022.
At the end of 2024, 5G coverage should be extended to
seaports, main waterways and all other road and rail routes in
the country.
https://www.rcrwireless.com/20190614/5g/germanycompletes-5g-spectrum-auction

5G IS HERE – 5G NETWORK

HUAWEI, NOKIA AND ERICSSON ARE THE MAJOR PLAYERS
Chinese telecom giant Huawei is one of the top network
equipment providers for 5G (Followed by Nokia, Ericsson,
Samsung & Cisco)
As a result, western governments have raised alarms that
partnering with Huawei could be a major security risk and the
UK, United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand have
already placed trade restrictions on Huawei 5G technology over
spying concerns.
As of Dec 30, Germany and India appear to be open to allowing
all network providers to be part of the first 5G trials, however
there are calls from both governments to have proper data
protection regulations in place before mainstream rollout can
begin.
https://qz.com/1777719/germany-india-shrug-off-us-warningson-huawei-5g/

5G IS HERE – 5G CHIPS & MODEMS
QUALCOMM

Qualcomm is one of the most dominant players in the 5G chip
market in terms of both development and holder of many
foundational patents, (MediaTek, Samsung and Huawei following
behind)
According to a blog post from Qualcomm President Cristiano Amon
at the company tech summit 2019:
“2020 will be the year that 5G goes mainstream.“
Qualcomm 865 chips will have a significant position in most phones
in 2020 as well as their 7c and 8c chips in tablets and laptops. They
expect to ship over 200 Million 5G enabled devices in 2020.
https://www.qualcomm.com/news/onq/2019/12/03/tech-summit2019-what-expect-5g-2020-and-beyond

5G IS HERE – 5G DEVICES
APPLE IPHONE 12 5G

Apple is always the benchmark for when tech reaches mainstream
acceptance, and there is speculation of the release of all new
iPhone 12 models in 2020 with support for 5G.
https://www.pocket-lint.com/phones/news/apple/148464-appleiphone-12-pro-max-release-date-specs-features-news
Since Apple is relying on Intel for 5G chips, (which may not arrive
until late 2020) the first iteration of the 5G iPhones may be powered
by Qualcomm chipsets with an expected release date of September
which corresponds to their typical iPhone release events.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ewanspence/2019/12/16/appleiphone-12-iphone-12-pro-camera-5g-price-screen-specificationslaunch-expensive-price/#5c390f4e790e

5G IS HERE

WHAT WE RECOMMEND

WAIT & WATCH

While 5G technology is here and slowly becoming available in small
pockets globally, there are still many logistical issues impairing a
realistic mainstream rollout in regards to network, regulatory,
chipset and device positioning.

The topic of 5G, however, we anticipate will be highly discussed,
and we hope that more focus will be made on realistic ways in
which we will benefit from the 10x faster speeds, particularly in
regards to content, streaming and interactivity.

We expect this to evolve and resolve itself slowly throughout the
year with Christmas 2020 seeming on track to be the first big
buying season for those looking to start upgrading to new 5G
devices.

“According to ZDNet.com, the changes that businesses and users
can expect include faster data connections to minimize lag time for
cloud applications, the spread of edge computing, machine-tomachine communication upgrades and faster video delivery
services for media such as Netflix, Amazon and Hulu.”

This would indicate that 2021 and thereafter will be a much more
realistic period for a mainstream 5G appearance as well as
grounds for taking a more actionable approach. Unless your
business is a key player in 5G technology space, we suggest
waiting and watching until we reach a more mainstream level of
activity.

AI & MACHINE LEARNING

AI & MACHINE LEARNING
AWS DEEP COMPOSER

In December 2020, Amazon Web Services demoed a new
music creation tool called Deep Composer, which they
state is the “First musical keyboard powered by Generative
AI.“
The keyboard integrates with the Amazon AWS cloud, and
allows you to play a simple melody, which the cloud-based
AI then transforms into a complete song based on
preselected musical genres.
https://amzn.to/35hPGZU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XH2EbK9dQlg

AI & MACHINE LEARNING

APPLE, AMAZON AND GOOGLE JOIN ZIGBEE ALLIANCE
Apple, Amazon & Google have agreed to join the Zigbee alliance, along with
existing members such as Ikea, Samsung and others, in order to help
promote a better open protocol standard for smart home based IOT
products.
This partnership will help to speed up the compatibility of smart, connected
home devices, as well as the integration of AI based voice assistants for
home, home health and home security features.
As a side note, there will be an estimated 7.4 billion voice-controlled devices
in use by 2023 -- about one for every person on Earth, many of these devices
used for in-home purposes, such as Alexa, Smart TV’s, and other voice
enabled devices other than just mobile phones.
https://zigbeealliance.org/news_and_articles/connectedhomeip/
https://zigbeealliance.org/

AI & MACHINE LEARNING

FACIAL RECOGNITION BECOMES MANDATORY IN CHINA IN 2020
Facial recognition technology in China has become so advanced
that it is now a mandatory surveillance practice. In December
2019, all mobile phone users in China registering new SIM cards
must submit to facial recognition scans, according to a new rule
that went into effect across the country.
China’s massive AI based facial recognition database is used as a
standard form of identification. According to the Chines
government, the implementation of biometric data "effectively
[protects] citizens' legitimate rights and interests in cyberspace"
and helps fight fraud, by enabling it’s citizens to “pay with a smile,”
track criminal activity, and improve infrastructure by analyzing
high traffic areas.
On a more sinister side, many fear it is also used for social
engineering, creating considerable privacy and security concerns.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLo3e1Pak-Y

AI & MACHINE LEARNING

SOCIAL CREDIT SCORE TO BE IMPLEMENTED IN CHINA IN 2020
In 2020, China‘s new social credit scoring system is set to become fully
implemented. In China, apps like Tencent’s WeChat have largely become the
main access point for the internet, offering everything from messaging and
social networking to taxi services, food delivery, tax payment, to purchasing
goods and services via Alibaba (China’s version of Amazon)
Using AI, mobile data and facial recognition: “China’s social-credit scoring is
best understood not as a single system but as an overarching ideology:
encompassing, gamification, punishments and rewards, to improve governance
and stamp out disorder and fraud.”
“Citizens with high scores will receive benefits like easier access to loans, jobs &
public services, while lower scores will receive penalties and public scorn such
as lower internet speeds to being denied access to certain jobs, loans and
visas.”
Many feel that this is similar to the scoring system that appears in the hit
Netflix Dystopian Series Black Mirror where society basis it’s culture on a social
media ranking system.
https://www.scmp.com/tech/big-tech/article/3033807/china-using-socialcredit-apps-gamify-government

AI & MACHINE LEARNING
WHAT WE RECOMMEND

GAFA (Google, Apple, Facebook & Amazon) as well as the Chinese
government in particular, are leading the development and own a
controlling monopoly on AI based tech. Snapchat recently
purchased AI Factory, a Ukrainian company that specializes in
Animated selfies that resemble Deepfake technology, for $166
Million. As a result, It is difficult to make a recommendation on how
to start with AI, because the technology is so complex, and the bulk
of heavy development lies in the hands of large corporations.
For most of us, as we move into 2020, our exposure with AI will
continue to be subtle and behind the scenes, such as the ad
recommendation engines we see on Amazon, Netflix or our Spotify
playlist. Our personal voice assistants (SIRI, Alexa, Google
Assistant, etc) will also start to evolve behind the scenes with
slightly richer more complex features and algorithms that start to
blur the lines of machine learning and interaction. Baby steps.
We may start to notice that the systems around us become slightly
more effective, or other times a bit too in your face. A lot of
experimenting and trial and error will occur.

EXPERIMENT
We will start to see more richer services and features become
available in business analytics software, and advertising platforms.,
as AI becomes more baked in as a service.
For those of you with a tech background, it is a good time to start
learning about the development processes of AI and Machine
learning. The industry is only going to keep growing and machines
will need people to teach them things before they learn how to
think.
For larger companies, invest in internal research teams to stay on
top of the technology.
Now is a great time to experiment and learn as much as possible
about artificial intelligence.

SOCIAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT

SOCIAL BECOMES MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT
TIKTOK

In 2019 we experienced the disruption of social media with the increase in
popularity of TikTok. Previously known as Musical.ly, TikTok is a video-sharing
social networking service owned by Chinese-based company, ByteDance. It is
used to create highly addictive, short lip-sync, comedy, and talent videos which
is being termed as Social Entertainment.
TikTok is challenging facebook in terms of its growing user base (primarily
younger demographics) however it is starting to captur the attention of older
users, celebrities and brands.
TikTok has earned a lot of criticism recently due to data security and spying
concerns as well as claims that the Chinese based company has been
censoring certain content it deems as controversial. The app has been banned
for use on US military work devices.
Speculation is still out as to the future popularity of TikTok, or if teens will
continue to stay on the platform or seek other options as their parents start to
catch on and monetize it, but in our opinion, 2020 will continue to be a hot year
for the platform.

SOCIAL BECOMES MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT

VERTICAL SOCIAL VIDEO CONTINUES TO INCREASE IN POPULARITY
In 2019 we saw a huge uptick in the popularity of social video. Primarily in
the temporary vertical stories style posts that you find on Facebook Stories,
Instagram Stories and TikTok. Brands have increased spending significantly
in 2019 and agencies are struggling to fill the orders for 2020.
According to recent data, consumption of vertical stories style video have
increased in 2019 from 32% to 47% while traditional horizontal video has
decreased from 48% to 42%. Square video (instagram feed style videos) has
decreased from 13% to 11%.
This increase is primarily due to the fact that the engagement rate for
vertical stories is much higher than all other video formats. Live streaming
video by micro influencers (those with less than 10k followers) appears to
be the most popular.
On a personal note, our experience on TikTok alone in 2019 has been
significant!
https://www.socialinsider.io/blog/facebook-video-study/

SOCIAL BECOMES MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT
FACEBOOK IS REMOVING LIKES

As announced in 2019, Facebook is still experimenting with
removing likes on facebook and Instagram posts. As to if this will
continue throughout 2020, we can’t say, however, many speculate
that this is an attempt to curb politically charged fake news during
election cycles, so taking into consideration the importance of the
US elections in 2020, this could likely continue.
This is also a key indicator that many will continue to gravitate to
other social platforms (TikTok especially) in 2020 since follower
numbers are still critically important vanity features for many
social media users.
https://www.businessinsider.de/international/instagramremoving-likes-worldwide-test-2019-11/

SOCIAL BECOMES MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT
SOCIAL AVATARS

In the last two years, we saw the rise in popularity of brands
using virtual avatars on social media to represent their
products and services.
One of the most popular avatars is Lil Miquela, a 3D
animated female “robot“ personality created by the digital
agency Brud, with 1.8 Million followers on Instagram.
Recently, Lil Miquela, or the people behind her, came under
controversy, when the avatar discussed a story about how
she was sexually assaulted.
We saw a huge increase in ad spending particularly from
fashion and entertainment brands supporting avatars and
we expect this trend to continue into 2020.
https://www.ft.com/content/8ca2f72a-1b4d-11ea-91867348c2f183af

SOCIAL BECOMES MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT
WHAT WE RECOMMEND

With the huge rise in popularity of TikTok and the effectiveness
of vertical stories content over the last year, we suggest going
all in on creating social video content on a regular basis to
promote your brand or business.
In our experience, the most effective content features real
human interaction and moderation, over static images and text.
We also recommend livestreaming your videos if at all possible,
especially if you have lower follower numbers. Social video is
also very effective when done in a more casual, low budget
fashion so the upside is that it can be very fast and inexpensive
to create.
Due to the drop in effectiveness of Instagram and Facebook
content in general in 2019 (primarily due to the removal of
Likes) we recommend experimenting with other platforms as
alternatives.

TAKE ACTION
TikTok is currently one of the most effective for a high level
visibility factor and popularity, however be aware that there are
some large data security and censoring concerns, so it may not
be the ideal platform for your needs. We expect this to resolve
for better or worse in 2020.
We also recommend taking into consideration who your target
demographics are. TikTok is still a younger demographic, while
instagram, and facebook are older.
Experimenting with brand avatars may be effective as well,
however you should expect higher costs in character
development, community management as well as 3D graphic
and animation costs that go with it.

PODCASTING IS THE NEW RADIO

PODCASTING IS THE NEW RADIO

PODCASTING TO BECOME A $1 BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY BY 2021
Although Podcasting is not a new topic, some recent statistics about it‘s
growing popularity have been surprising.
Since 2015, Podcast user adoption rate has been growing almost
exponentially with revenue projections reaching $600 Million in 2020 and
$1 Billion by 20210 - 2021.
Germany, which has trailed behind in podcast adoption rate has grown
from 14% in 2016 to 22% in 2018. In 2019-20 we could reach 30%.
Major media corporations are placing considerable interest in podcasts
and producers as attractive acquisition targets as a strategic replacement
for traditional radio broadcasting. This is primarily due to the continued
rise in popularity and dominance of the streaming networks such as
Spotify and Apple.
Podcasting will continue to gain traction in 2020 with many more
corporations launching Podcasts as well as continued consolidation by
big media.

The Popular German Language “ClassicPodCars” podcast

PODCASTING IS THE NEW RADIO

PODCAST AD REVENUE ON TRACK TO REACH $1B IN 2021
In the USA, there is a 69% level of podcast awareness, with
32% of all Americans stating that they listen to podcasts on
a regular basis in 2019. These numbers continue to
increase, year over year

GROWTH OF PODCAST AD REVENUE IN THE USA

TOTAL IN USD $1Billion

As a result, Ad revenue has has reached $659 Million USD in
2019, with growth projections of $1 Billion by 2021.
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PODCASTING IS THE NEW RADIO
AVERAGE PODCAST LISTENER DEMOGRAPHICS

Advertisers are claiming that podcasts are one of the number one
mediums for generating product awareness, with an average of
70% awareness factor for new products and services.
https://www.ubermetrics-technologies.com/blog/audio-is-thenew-video-will-podcasts-finally-take-off-in-europe/
The average podcast listener is an affluent, younger demographic
between the ages of 18 and 34, with an average household
income of 41% starting at $75k and up.
https://improvepodcast.com/top-podcasting-trends-market-adsconsumers-revenue/

PODCASTING IS THE NEW RADIO
PODCASTING SEO

Since May of 2019, Google began indexing
podcasts differently in it‘s search results, as
individual audio episodes became visible in
card format.
For podcasters, SEO for Podcasting and how
to properly optimize your podcasts and
podcast websites will be a major topic for
2020.

https://www.seokratie.de/podcast-seo/
https://developers.google.com/search/do
cs/guides/podcast-overview

PODCASTING IS THE NEW RADIO
WHAT WE RECOMMEND

At Robot Spaceship Magazine and our parent company,
Kemweb, we are “all-in“ on podcasting so, admittedly, our
opinions may be a bit biased. We strongly believe,
however, that now is an excellent time to start a podcast
for your business if you haven‘t already done so.
Based on our results and the data to back it up, we feel
that the trend will continue to grow substantially in 2020
and beyond into 2021. Germany, in particular, is a growing
market.
Advertising revenue and major media investment will
continue to increase, podcast listeners will continue to
grow and it will continue to be a highly effective medium
for communication and brand/product exposure.

TAKE ACTION
For those interested in getting started in podcasting,
consider that the barrier of entry is relatively low.
Yes, you can decide to invest a lot of money in podcasting
equipment, but you can also do a lot with a simple
microphone and a mobile phone.
Podcasting distribution platforms (such as Soundcloud,
YouTube or Spotify) are either free or affordable and
marketing and promotion can easily be done with a simple
blog and social media.
There is no better time than now to start podcasting, so
we highly recommend taking action!

CLIMATE NEUTRAL BUSINESS

CLIMATE NEUTRAL BUSINESS
2020 EUROPEAN CLIMATE LAW

In March 2020, the European Union will vote to pass an
aggressive new climate law, being termed the new
„Green Deal.“
The law will aim for the EU to be climate neutral (to
reach net-zero greenhouse gas emissions) by 2050. The
first goal will be to reach a 50-55% cut in greenhouse
gas emissions by 2030 to replace the current 40%
objective.
In 2020, we will see an aggressive shift in companies of
all sizes attempting to adapt their strategies to climate
neutral business models.
https://www.climatechangenews.com/2019/12/12/eureleases-green-deal-key-points/

CLIMATE NEUTRAL BUSINESS
GREEN DIGITALIZATION

Green Digitalization is a term that defines digital transformation which not only
transforms an industry, but also does so in a way that improves the quality of life
without harming the environment.
Streaming services, 5G, and AI for example, while transformative, all still require
massive computing, battery, network and server energy, and as a result leave a
heavy carbon footprint. This all must be addressed and streamlined in order to be
relevant in a climate neutral future.
Green Digitalization includes topics such as “green code” and “green servers”
which describe developing digital products that are based on low carbon footprint
technology, such as server companies that rely on renewable energy or simplified
coding and design practices that reduce load time, bandwidth and energy
consumption. This will be a growing trend in 2020 and beyond.
As an example, in 2019 our parent company KEMWEB GmbH & Co. KG launched
Sustanimal, an online marketplace for environmentally friendly pet care products.
The website not only sells climate neutral products, but it also makes a
considerable focus on transitioning to green code and uses green servers.

https://www.sustanimal.de/

CLIMATE NEUTRAL BUSINESS
WHAT WE RECOMMEND

In 2019, climate crisis became a “hot topic” on a global level, being
discussed in the media, by politicians and by corporations and we
expect this trend to continue throughout 2020 and beyond.
On the positive side, we saw the impact of Greta Thunburg, the
#fridaysforfuture movement and a massive increase in awareness
of the need to take action on combating pollution & climate
change.
On the negative side, we experienced continued severe weather,
fires in the Amazon and Australia, war and ongoing environmental
disasters, which we expect will continue in 2020 and beyond.
While many discuss the topic, very little is being done in the form
of developing actionable strategies with goals and timelines.
The EU has taken the lead in attempting to pass aggressive new
climate laws (especially EU countries) and there is a resulting
increase in corporations attempting to shift towards adapting
more climate neutral business models.

TAKE ACTION
These efforts include, offering more climate neutral products and
services, reduced focus on CO2 emissions in transportation,
energy consumption, use of alternative energy sources and
electric company vehicles, reducing plastic consumption,
increasing the use of recyclable materials, etc.
We recommend taking action to not only address the climate crisis
on a moral level, but also getting a head start at repositioning your
corporate strategy to more sustainable business models, which
will likely become mandatory at some point in the near future.
For technology focused companies, developing a “Green
Digitization” strategy will be a increasingly hot topic in 2020, and
an opportunity to not only address climate change head on, but
also to be an industry leader and first adopter.
Now is the time to take action and set aggressive goals to make
positive changes in your business, your industry and the world.

#POLITICS

#POLITICS

2020 USA ELECTIONS
On November 3, 2020, the USA will hold elections to vote for
the next President of the United States.
Based on the outcome of the elections and taking under
consideration what has happened in the previous elections,
there will be major decisions made regarding global trade
deals, particularly in regards to China, which will effect major
transformational industries such as 5G, artificial intelligence,
network security & privacy.

#POLITICS

WHAT WE RECOMMEND
Due to the upcoming US elections in 2020, as with the
last elections, we expect a huge increase in AI related
social media political activity, fake news and propaganda.
Network security, data protection laws and real
engagement will be continue to be a major focus for the
year.
We may also see some more attempts to block Chinese
based social media platforms such as TikTok and
WeChat based on privacy concerns. Regardless of the
outcome of the elections, we expect facebook and twitter
to continue to come under legal scrutiny.
Depending on the results of the election, global trade
agreements will either stay the same or drastically
change. Major 5G network providers, particularly Chinese

TAKE ACTION
companies like Huawei and their position in western
regions, could be significantly effected.
Privacy Policies, data protection and cookies will continue
to be under scrutiny in 2020 and we expect more
concerted effort by companies of all sizes to address
compliance issues.
In 2020 we strongly suggest taking actions to vote, to
address legal compliancy of your digital properties and
addressing data privacy and security issues within your
business and personal network.

AGILE IS THE NEW NORMAL

AGILE IS THE NEW NORMAL

IN 2020 - AGILE DEVELOPMENT TURNS 19 YEARS OLD
The Agile Manifesto (the first published document on Agile
Software Development) was written in 2001 after the first
meeting of developers was held in a small conference room
in Utah. This makes 2020 the year that Agile turns 19 years
old.
Agile development and processes have been a major topic
of discussion at all levels of business ever since, and it‘s
effects have been transformational, and applied as a
mainstream process throughout the tech industry as a
standard.
Although we mention this in a rather tongue-in-cheek
fashion, we have to be perfectly honest in saying that the
time for considering if Agile is right for your business needs
to stop.
In 2020, Agile is the new normal. Make it so!

https://agilemanifesto.org/

AGILE IS THE NEW NORMAL
ENABLING THE INTRAPRENEUR

In an effort to take a more proactive approach to digital
transformation, what was previously only a tech industry
practice made popular by Google (The Google 20% TIME) will
start to become more prominent in 2020 as a growing initiative
in more rigid industries such as insurance, health care,
manufacturing & logistics.
By fostering an internal culture of intrapreneurship, (or
betapreneurship) companies are allowing employees to utilize
15% to 20% of their work time and company resources to focus
on innovative personal interest projects as long as the outcome
will contribute to the benefit of the company. The outcome
creates a win/win situation for both employee and employer, as
well as develops a stronger sense of ownership for employees
in relation to the company.
Some 20% examples include: corporate sustainability, social
causes, podcasting, product development, education & research
in new technology.

KEMWEB LABS
The digital agency KEMWEB
GmbH & Co. KG.
offers 20% Time to encourage
in-house intrepreneurial thinking
and collaboration

EVERYWHERE CHALLENGE
Offers $50k in funding and
reward + paid time off for
innoivative ideas.

15% TIME TO THINK
Cultivates intrapreneurship
– encouraging people to
innovate

DB DIGITAL BASE
In 2018 Deutsch Bahn launched
DB Digital Base, a new 5k sq
Meter office to foster new digital
business startups and
intrepreneurial projects.

AGILE IS THE NEW NORMAL
R&V BARCAMP

R+V Versicherung is a leading insurance company in
Germany. In an effort to stay on the cutting edge of
innovation, the company holds annual workshops called
“barcamps” (hosted by Heimathaffen, a coworking space,
startup resource and event sponsor) as an open forum for
discussion of new industry relevant ideas. Both employees
as well as members of the external startup community were
invited to attend.
The theme of the 2019 Barcamp focused on topics such as
agile development, innovation, digital transformation, design
thinking and “new working.”
https://www.robotspaceship.com/blog/rv-versicherungbarcamp-2019-innovating-the-german-insurance-industry/

AGILE IS THE NEW NORMAL
WHAT WE RECOMMEND

Technology is evolving so quickly we can no longer effectively predict
the future. We can only adapt as quickly as possible. Advancements in
AI, IOT and robotics are evolving at such a rapid pace that we are
soon going to be facing new cultural paradigms that we can no longer
effectively predict, much less address with traditional waterfall
processes.
Effective digital transformation and innovation require companies to
take a hands on and experimental approach to trying new ideas. An
organizational level initiative that fosters a culture of creativity,
experimentation, and a beta level, „fail forward“ mindset must be
adopted in order to truly address the constantly changing technology
landscape of the future.
Agile as a development process and mindset is not a new
methodology to consider. It is no longer a „nice to have“, instead it
should a must-have in order to stay relevant.
Agile is the new normal.

TAKE ACTION

ABOUT ROBOT SPACESHIP

ABOUT US
Robotspaceship Magazine - is an industry-leading, online, digital
lifestyle publication offering the latest news, trends, resources and
analysis of the tech industry. We cover topics related to digital
transformation, disruptive trends & technology, innovation, marketing
and social media, as it intersects across all industries and cultures.
Our audience is a highly targeted mix of passionate and curious
technology enthusiasts, thought leaders, digital media professionals
and industry insiders.
www.robotspaceship.com

ENGLISH AND GERMAN FORMATS
The robotspaceship headquarters is located in Mainz, Germany. We offer localized content in English and
German language formats.

www.robotspaceship.com

www.robotspaceship.com/de/

ADVERTISING
We have the following paid advertising opportunities available. All advertising is based on space, time and
availability. Note: all sponsored content will be publicly indicated.

1. SPONSORED POSTS
Sponsored posts have no expiration limit or
word limit. They must be well written, relevant
to the AR/VR industry, informative and offer
value to our readers. Publishing due dates are
one week prior to posting.

2. SOCIAL MEDIA BLASTS & PRODUCT
PLACEMENT
Sponsored social media posting follows the
same requirements as Sponsored Posts or
Sponsored Reviews. Any physical product
placement must be shipped and return postage
paid if you want it returned. .

ADVERTISING
3. SPONSORED REVIEWS

5. BANNER ADS

Sponsored reviews are done as time permits.
All review products must be either shipped or
access codes provided. Any shipped items that
you require returned must include paid return
potage.

•
•
•
•
•

4. EMAIL BLASTS
Occasionally we do a sponsored email blast or
mention. If this is something you are interested in,
let us know. Limit only 1 per month, per client.

Page Top - 728x90
Post Top - 728x90
Post Bottom- 728x90
Page Bottom - 728x90
Sidebar – 350x250

Contact us for current pricing and availablility.

MEDIA CALENDAR
The following is a list of key industry events and sales holidays that we typically follow, discuss and promote. Since we
area digital only publication, all promotions must be delivered at least one week before the desired publishing date.
Key Events

Date / Mo

Description

CES

January

All significant tech related topics

NAMM

January

All significant music tech related topics

GSMA

Feb

All mobile / tech developments

GDC

March

All significant tech / game related topics

SXSW

March

All significant tech related topics

Musicmesse

April

All significant music tech related topics

Facebook F8

May

All significant tech related topics

Google I/O

May

All significant tech related topics

Gamescom

August

All significant tech / game related topics

Apple iOS Event

September

All significant tech related topics

MEDIA CALENDAR - CONTINUED
Key Events

Date / Mo

Description

IAA

September

All significan automotive and mobility topics

DMXCO

September

All significant tech / marketing related topics

Frankfurt Book Fair

October

All significant tech / book / publishing related topics

Web Summit

November

All significant tech / marketing related topics

November - December

Any significant holiday sales and promotional
coverage

Holiday Buyer‘s Guide
Black Friday Deals
Cyber Monday

EVENTS CALENDAR
If you are promoting a tech-related event or conference and would like to be added to our event calendar, please
follow the submission guidelines listed below. Please be aware that calendar entries are added based on review
and approval only and as time permits.
• Please provide ALL details related to the event. (Date, location, links, promoters, etc.) Please be sure to check
the other calendar entries in order to understand what info is necessary.
• Please provide a detailed description of the event and make sure that your text is well written and the copy is
checked for grammar and spelling errors. We will not accept poorly written descriptions nor will we take time
to check or rewrite any info.
• Please provide a header image that is 1200px wide x at least 628px high in gif, jpeg or png format.
• If we agree on a banner, banner size is 1200px wide x 628px high in gif, jpeg or png format.
• No last-minute entries. Please submit your events at least one month in advance of the show date.
• In exchange, we would appreciate a link back to our website via our logo placement on your media
partnership page.
• You can download our logos here:

MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS
We are open to doing a select number of high profile media partnerships per year. Unfortunately, we can’t accept all of
them, but if you have an amazing event planned and would like to work together for cross-promotion, feel free to get in
touch!
In exchange for Media Partnerships, here’s what we require:
•
•
•

2 free press passes to the event
Linked logo placement in the Media Partnership section of your website and print material.
You can download our logos here:
We will NOT sign any contracts or binding agreements.

Here’s what we can offer:
•
•
•
•
•

Event Calendar Placement
Social Media Promotion, within reason
A blog post about the event. (You must provide the copy / press release and the header image)
Banner placement one month before the event (as banner space permits and you must provide the banner)
Sorry, we will NOT do any newsletter mailings.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
We have strategic partnerships with the following companies:

“Grow Your Digital Business!“
Robotspaceship Magazine is a subsidiary of KEMWEB,
a full-service digital agency in Mainz, Germany that
offers design, development, strategic consulting, PR,
marketing, video production, broadcasting, podcasting
and publishing services.
www.kemweb.de

DISRUPTO-BOT INVADER SWAG!
NEW MERCHANDISE COMING IN 2020
Announcing all new Robot Spaceship
„Disrupto-Bot Invader“ merchandise,
coming soon in 2020. Environmentally
friendly shirts, hoodies, hats, stickers and
more!
To learn more about how to pre-order,
contact us directly or stay in the loop for
the latest updates by joining our newsletter
at:
www.kemweb.de

CONTACT US!

SEAN EARLEY
Executive Editor, Consultant,
New Business Development
+49 01776542773
sean.earley@kemweb.de

www.robotspaceship.com

